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Abstract
This paper presents a lightweight task framework and ac-
companying type system that statically guarantee deter-
ministic execution. The framework is based on the famil-
iar model of fork-join parallelism, but with two important
twists. First, child tasks do not begin execution immediately
upon creation, but rather they are both scheduled and joined
as one atomic action; this change prevents the parent task
from racing with its children. Second, the body of a child
task is specified as a parallel closure.

Parallel closures are a novel variation on traditional clo-
sures in which the data inherited from the environment is
read-only. Parallel closures have the important property that
they can be executed in parallel with one another without
creating data races, even if they share the same environment.
We also have a controlled means to grant mutable access to
data in the environment where necessary.

We have implemented a prototype of our framework in
Java. The prototype includes a typechecker that enforces the
constraint that parallel closures cannot modify their envi-
ronment. The paper describes how the prototype has been
used to implement a number of realistic examples and also
explains how parallel closures can support the creation of
structured parallel programming abstractions.

1. Introduction
As multi-core computers are becoming more widely avail-
able, parallel programming is increasing rapidly in impor-
tance. One very popular model for writing parallel programs
is to use a lightweight task framework. Such frameworks are
now available in the standard libraries of both Java 7 and C#,
and a number of packages are available for other languages.
Unfortunately, while using such a framework makes it eas-
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ier to address some of the efficiency problems that bedevil
threaded programs, they do little to address the possibility of
data races.

This paper proposes two small changes to the common
model for lightweight task frameworks; these changes make
it possible to statically guarantee a deterministic result with
only minimal added complexity. Unlike other type systems
that offer comparable safety guarantees, we do not require
an effect system [23] nor any form of dependent types. The
only requirement is the ability to declare transitive read-only
pointers, which is itself a commonly requested and useful
feature even in sequential code [39]. Our implementation
takes the form of an extension to Java, but the ideas are easily
ported to other languages and environments.

The first change that we propose is to prevent parent
and child tasks from executing concurrently. In all parallel
systems of which we are aware1, forked tasks can potentially
run in parallel with their creator. In our system, however,
multiple child tasks are accumulated and then forked-and-
joined in one atomic action. This prevents the parent task
from racing with its children.

The second change that we propose is to specify the body
of a child task using a parallel closure. As with traditional
closures, a parallel closure is a block of code which can ac-
cess variables from its surrounding environment. In a novel
twist on traditional closures, however, parallel closures are
only granted read-only access to the data which they inherit
from their environment. This change means that two parallel
closures can safely execute in parallel with one another, as
any data that is shared between them is read-only.

For those cases where read-only access is insufficient,
we also provide a means for granting controlled access to
mutable data. We show how this can be used to allow large
arrays to be divided into disjoint regions, each of which are
accessible only one task at a time. Currently, making use of
this feature entails a minimal dynamic safety check, though
we have plans (discussed in Section 3.3) to remove these
checks in the future.

1 With the exception of the author’s previous work [26], which took a rather
more complex approach to the type system.
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We have implemented these ideas in a Java prototype.
The prototype includes a type checker that guarantees that
parallel closures do not modify their parent’s environment.
The type checker is based on the @ReadOnly annotation from
the Javari [39] project. The runtime is built using a simple
wrapper over Java 7’s ForkJoinPool. We have used the
prototype to build a number of examples such as a parallel
ray tracer and an equation solver based on Successive Over-
relaxation.

The paper begins in Section 2 by explaining how our par-
allel framework is used as well as the type system exten-
sions that guarantee parallel closures are being used prop-
erly. Next, Section 3 describes the prototype implementation
in more detail and Section 3.3 explores some possible future
directions. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the related work.

2. Using parallel closures
This section covers both the syntax for using our framework
and the type system extensions that used to guarantee data-
race freedom.

2.1 Forking and joining child tasks
To create and join tasks, we borrow the async and finish

keywords from the X10 [8] language. The async keyword
corresponds to a function whose signature is as follows:

<T> Task<T> async(ParClosure<Void, T> fn)

Here, the class ParClosure<A,R> class is an abstract base
class representing instances of parallel closures. The type
parameter A represents the type of argument expected by the
closure and R is the type that the closure returns.

The function async(), therefore, expects a zero argument
closure (represented by an argument type of Void) which
returns a value of type T. The result of async() is a child task
object. Unlike in X10, child tasks do not begin execution
immediately. Instead, their execution is deferred until the
exit from the enclosing finish block. At that point, all
child tasks created within the block are both scheduled and
joined. Once all child tasks have completed, the parent will
resume execution. There is an implicit finish block around
every task body, so every forked child will eventually be
scheduled.

As an example, a simple map-reduce like pattern could
be implemented as follows:
Task<T> task1, task2;
finish {
task1 = async({|| /* code for child 1 */ });
task2 = async({|| /* code for child 2 */ });

}
reduce(task1.get(), task2.get());

The code first specifies a finish block and then creates two
child tasks within using the async() function. The two tasks
will both begin execution once control flow exits the finish
block and they will complete before the finish block itself
completes. This flow is depicted graphically in Figure 1.

parent
task1
task2

finish {} reduce()

Figure 1. Graphical depiction of the parallel control flow
for the example in Section 2.1.

The arguments to the async() function are parallel clo-
sures. Parallel closures are denoted using the Smalltalk- or
Ruby-like syntax of a code block that begins with vertical
bars (||) enclosing a list of parameters.2 Here, the closures
take no arguments, so there are simply two adjacent vertical
bars. Later we will see examples of parallel closures which
expect an argument as well.

The type of a task in our framework is Task<T>, where
T is the type of the value returned from the closure. Task
offers two methods, get() and join(). Both methods return
the result of the closure, but they are intended for different
purposes. get() is used by the parent of the task. It can only
be invoked after the finish block has terminated; attempting
to call it earlier results in an exception.

The join() method is intended to be used from sibling
tasks. It causes the sibling task to block until the joined
task is finished. The result type of a join() is not T but
@ReadOnly T; as will be explained in the next section, this
type guarantees that the data returned from join() cannot
be modified by the caller. Dynamic monitoring can be used
to throw an exception in the case of cyclic joins.

2.2 Preventing data races
Part of the framework is a type system that guarantees data-
race freedom. This goal is achieved by enforcing two con-
straints: first, no parallel closure is permitted to modify data
found in its surrounding environment. Second, results of
other tasks obtained by a call to join() also cannot be mu-
tated. This does not mean that parallel closures cannot use
mutable data: they are free to create and modify any number
of objects as they please. But objects which they inherit from
the surrounding lexical scope or obtain from other tasks must
generally be read-only (however, we will see in the next sec-
tion that there is a mechanism for giving controlled access to
mutable data from the environment when appropriate).

These simple rules are sufficient to guarantee data-race
freedom because at all times any data that is shared between
multiple concurrent tasks is read-only to all of them. The
key observation is that the only way for two tasks to share
access to the same data is if they either (1) inherit it from
their environment or (2) obtain the data through a call to
join(). In both cases, the only task with write access to

2 This is an idealized syntax. The prototype implementation uses Java’s
anonymous classes.
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1 void parentMethod(List<Data> parentList) {
2 Task<Data> childTask1, childTask2;
3 finish {
4 childTask1 = async({||...});
5 childTask2 = async({||
6 // ERROR: cannot call set() on read-only list
7 parentList.set(0, null);
8

9 // The data contained in parentList is read-only:
10 @ReadOnly Data parentData = parentList.get(0);
11

12 // Data obtained via join() is read-only:
13 @ReadOnly Data siblingData = childTask1.join();
14

15 // Data created within the child can be mutable:
16 Data childData = new Data();
17 childData.setVariousFields();
18 return childData;
19 });
20 }
21

22 // Parent can mutate data created by child:
23 Data childData = childTask.get();
24 childData.update();
25 }

Figure 2. Example for explaining the type system

the data is either dormant (parent task) or terminated (joined
sibling task).

To prevent parallel closures from mutating their environ-
ment, we make use of a simple rule: within a parallel clo-
sure, the types of all variables in the environment are qual-
ified with a read-only qualifier. The technique of modifying
the type of a variable when accessed from within a closure
is unique to our system, to our knowledge.

To implement the read-only qualifier, the prototype uses
a variant of the Javari [39] system (we had to make some
small changes, as discussed in the Section 3). At a high level,
Javari defines a @ReadOnly annotation which can be attached
to types (e.g., @ReadOnly List<T> or @ReadOnly Date).
@ReadOnly is similar to the const keyword found in C and
C++, but stronger: its effects are transitive, so reading a field
of a read-only object itself yields a read-only value.

To better explain our technique, consider the example in
Figure 2. Here there is a method, parentMethod(), which
takes as its parameter a list parentList. As the name sug-
gests, this list is owned by the parent task.

Within the method parentMethod(), a new child task
is created. This child can access the parentList from its
environment. However, within the environment, the type of
parentList is modified to be @ReadOnly List<Data>. As
a result, attempts to set the contents of the list result in an
error, as shown on line 7.

Furthermore, because the @ReadOnly qualifier is transi-
tive, the data read from the list is itself read-only. There-
fore, any data items retrieved from the parent list will also
be @ReadOnly, as shown on line 10. Similarly, data obtained
from joining siblings will be @ReadOnly, as shown on line

13. This is because the return type of join() is specified
with the @ReadOnly qualifier.

However, there are no restrictions on the types used for
data created within the child itself. So, for example, data
items and lists created within the child can have a non-
readonly type and can be mutated as normal (lines 16–17).

Finally, when the child completes, it may return mutable
data to its parent. The get() method, unlike join(), does
not convert its data to read-only (lines 23–24). This is safe
because invoking get() before the finish has completed
yields an exception.

Importantly, all of these constraints followed from adding
the @ReadOnly qualifier to the type of parentList when
viewed from inside the parallel closure. The rest of the Javari
type system functions precisely as it did before.

2.3 Controlled mutation and higher-level patterns
One of the goals of this project is to provide a foundation
for building parallel control-flow abstractions [11, 28], much
as traditional closures are used in functional languages like
Scheme and Haskell as well as object-oriented languages
like Smalltalk and Ruby. Traditional closures are not well-
suited for this role because of the frame problem [27]: that
is, the library cannot prevent them from racing based on the
data in the environment.

For many parallel patterns, however, the restriction that
child tasks may only modify data which the child task itself
creates is too severe. Our solution to this problem is to make
it possible for library to pass in mutable pointers to a parallel
closure through closure parameters. That is, while all vari-
ables in the parallel closure’s environment have @ReadOnly

type, the parameters to a parallel closure may have any type.
This puts the library in complete control over what mu-

table data the closure can access. For example, if the library
has control over all aliases to the object in question (e.g.,
when the object is newly created), then it can choose to pro-
vide the object directly to the parallel closure.

If the library cannot guarantee the absence of aliases, then
it must dynamically ensure that the object in question is not
accessed from multiple tasks. An example of this technique
in our framework is the method divide() which is offered
on arrays. divide() creates a number of tasks and provides
each task with a different view onto the original array. Each
view only permits access to a disjoint range of indices.
Meanwhile, a flag is set on the original array which was
divided so that any direct access to the array rather than a
view yields an exception. This way, we can be sure that each
task only accesses the region of memory it was assigned.

In general, the runtime checks needed to divide arrays are
cheap. They could easily be combined with boundary checks
and be made cheaper still. Nonetheless, it would be nice if
they were not necessary at all. Unfortunately, Java’s permis-
sive attitude towards aliasing makes that virtually impossible
without drastic changes to the type system or a whole pro-
gram analysis. Section 3.3 discusses how the Rust language,
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void render (Scene scene, int width,
int[] outputBuffer) {

finish {
outputBuffer.divide(1, {|int[] view|
Range range = view.range;
for (int i = range.min; i < range.max; i++) {
int y = i / width;
int x = i - y * width;
int color = computeColor(scene, x, y);
view[i] = color;

}});
}}

Figure 3. Example of using divide(): a parallel raytracer

currently under development at Mozilla, could be used to
eliminate these dynamic checks altogether.

The divide() method for an array type T[] has the fol-
lowing signature:

void divide(int chunk, ParClosure<T[], Void> fn)

The first parameter, chunk, specifies how many items the
closure expects to process at a time; the size of each sub-
view will be some multiple of the chunk size. The second
parameter, fn, is a parallel closure which expects a T[] as
argument: this will be the view array, whose underlying stor-
age is in fact shared with the parent array, but whose active
range is a subset of the parent array. The return type of the
parallel closure is simply Void.

2.4 Extended Examples
This section gives two more examples highlighting various
features of our framework. The first shows how array divi-
sion can be used. The second illustrates how we can easily
accommodate data structures that transition between being
mutable and read-only depending on the phase of the pro-
gram.

2.4.1 Array division: parallel ray tracing
Figure 3 shows how the divide() method is used in our
parallel raytracer to parallelize over the output buffer. The
method render() is supplied with a scene and an output
buffer, represented as an int[].

The method invokes the divide() method to process
each pixel in parallel. The closure expects one argument,
view, specifying the range of pixels that it is responsible for.
The view is itself an array instance. Arrays in our system
all feature a field range which specifies the set of indices
that have been assigned to this particular child task (for a
non-divided array, the range is simply 0..l-1, where l is the
length of the array). In the prototype, these ranges are always
continuous subregions. In the future, additional methods can
be added which permit different kinds of division, as well as
division on more kinds of data structures or on multiple data
structures at once.

To process its assigned portion of the output buffer,
the child task simply loops over the range found in the

void compute(float[] black, float[] red,
int cols, int iterations) {

for (int i = 0; i < iterations; i++) {
finish {
black.divide(cols, {|float[] view|
Range r = view.range;
for (int i = r.min; i < r.max; i += cols) {
int r = i / cols;
blackFromRed(view, red, r);

}});
}

finish {
red.divide(cols, {|float[] view|
Range r = view.range;
for (int i = r.min; i < r.max; i += cols) {
int r = i / cols;
redFromBlack(view, black, r);

}});
}}}

Figure 4. Successive over-relaxation

view, computes the color for the corresponding pixel, and
then stores that color back into the output buffer. Note
that the store is done via the view array, not the original
outputBuffer array: use of the outputBuffer is prohibited
until the children end and would result in an exception.

2.4.2 Support for phases: Successive over-relaxation
The successor over-relaxation (SOR) method is a technique
for solving linear equations. The algorithm iterates repeat-
edly over the matrices representing the linear equations, re-
fining the solution in each iteration. Within an iteration, the
processing of rows can be parallelized. The implementation
of SOR which we started from makes use of two arrays, la-
beled as red and black: in each iteration it reads from one
array while writing to the other, and then vice versa. It is
quite simple to port this over to our system, as shown in
Figure 4. We represent the two-dimensional matrix using
a one-dimensional array; because the algorithm processes
items one row at a time, the divide() method is instructed
to divide the matrix into row-sized pieces by specifying that
the views created by divide should have a multiple of cols
items.

This example highlights how our type system naturally
accommodates data which transitions from mutable to read-
only and back again. This kind of time-based, flow-sensitive
typing is quite challenging to describe in other type systems,
if it is possible at all.

3. Implementation and future directions
The current prototype can be downloaded from GitHub,
including the runtime, type checker, and all of the examples
discussed in this paper [25].

The prototype implementation of the type system is built
on the JSR308 annotation framework. Subclasses of the
ParClosure class are treated specially by our type checker:
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they are forbidden from having fields (just as closures do not
have fields), and any free variables are assigned a @ReadOnly
type.

3.1 ReadOnly vs const pointers in C++
The Javari paper [39] itself provides a better summary of
the everyday experience of using @ReadOnly types than is
possible here. However, as many readers are familiar with
const pointers in C++ (and some of their hazards), it is
worth briefly summarizing some of the most salient differ-
ences between our variant of Javari and C++ (in addition to
the fact that const is shallow and @ReadOnly is deep).

First, readers familiar with const in C++ may recall hav-
ing occasionally had to duplicate methods in order to have
one copy which accepts (and returns) a const parameter and
one copy which does not. This is not necessary in Javari due
to the availability of polymorphic qualifiers, which allows
a method to specify a return type which is read-only if and
only if the parameter type is read-only (the method must as-
sume that the parameter may be read-only).

Second, in our variant of the Javari system, we do not al-
low fields to be declared mutable, as is possible both in C++
and the original Javari system. The intension of this decla-
ration is to allow for writes that perform caching of inter-
mediate results and otherwise “appear” read-only from the
outside. Unfortunately, in a parallel setting, even innocent-
looking writes like these can create data races.

3.2 Limitations of the approach and implementation
There are two limitations to the current Java-based checker
which cannot be easily rectified without moving to a new
language. First, the current checker cannot prevent chil-
dren from communicating (and potentially racing) via static
fields. Second, array division works best for arrays of prim-
itive types; arrays of reference types (i.e., objects) can be
divided, but the objects themselves will be read-only. This is
because the objects stored in the arrays may be aliased.

There are also numerous areas where the prototype could
be extended without undue difficulty. For example, addi-
tional patterns for dividing arrays are needed. For example,
a common technique for implementing the SOR algorithm
described in Section 2.4.2 is to combine the black and red ar-
rays into one array and use a checkerboard pattern. It would
be particularly useful to make it easy for users to define cus-
tom data access patterns.

It would also be useful to offer an efficient means of
handling tasks with structured, regular dependencies (some-
times called wavefront computations). Such computations
can be constructed using the join method on tasks, but the
result is not especially efficient.

3.3 Future directions
Improved static checking in Rust. To address the short-
comings of the Java-based type checker, the author is plan-
ning an experimental integration of parallel closures into

the language Rust,3 currently under development at Mozilla.
Rust offers a stricter control of aliasing via unique point-
ers [29] and flat arrays (i.e., arrays of structures, not arrays
of pointers to structures), making it possible to remove all
dynamic checks from divide() operations.

Dynamic monitoring in JavaScript. Whereas Rust im-
proves on the current prototype by offering stronger static
checking, another possibility is to monitor for illegal writes
dynamically. This is the approach taken by the PJs project, [24]
which is implementing parallel closures in JavaScript. The
PJs project is underway but currently in its early stages.

4. Related work
Prominent projects that are based on fork-join processing
include Cilk [37], OpenMP [32], and of course X10 [8],
from which the finish and async keywords were borrowed.
Our execution model differs because parents and children
do not execute concurrently (and of course we offer static
protection from data races in the bargain).

The join() method on tasks permits a safe form of fu-
ture. Futures date back at least as far as MultiLISP[19], but
have since spread to numerous other settings [30, 31, 40].

One of the inspirations for this work was McCool’s paper
on structured parallel programming [28], published at a prior
HotPar (as well as similar works, e.g., [11]). Using parallel
closures, it is possible for parallel combinators to be sure that
the only access which tasks have to shared mutable data is
through the parameters provided to those tasks.

The goal of eliminating data races has a long history in
the literature. Even simply focusing on type systems yields a
wide variety of approaches [1, 3–6, 16–18, 21, 42]. The dis-
tinguishing feature of our work lies in its ability to achieve
the strong guarantee of deterministic results while adding
only minimal complexity to the type system itself. In con-
trast, prior systems which achieve comparable results, such
Determinstic Parallel Java [4, 5], feature elaborate effect sys-
tems for tracking which memory is read and written.

In terms of static race detection, perhaps the closest work
to our own is the work on permissions-based type sys-
tems [7, 22, 38], which associate permissions with each
memory location. A full permission is required for writes,
but permissions may be split to allow multiple readers. Our
work can be viewed as a permissions-based system in which
the permission to an object is implicitly split upon forks and
regained upon joins.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, we also aim to explore the
use of our model for dynamic race detection, which has
been an active research area for some time [2, 9, 10, 12–
15, 33, 35, 36, 43] The most closely related work to our own,
however, lies in those efforts which have taken advantage
of a more limited model than the typical permissive thread

3 Note though that there are currently no plans to merge these changes into
the mainstream Rust.
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model (e.g., [13, 20, 34, 41]). Such work has shown that it is
possible to radically lower the overheads of dynamic checks
in such cases, generally because it is possible to exclude data
which is known not to be involved in a race or by avoiding
the need to track a fine-grained happens-before relation.
Our model would seem to offer a particularly lightweight
detection strategy, in that the problem of detecting races
is instead reduced to detecting disallowed writes, and the
parallel structure of the program can be represented as a
fork-join tree.

4.1 Conclusions
This paper presents a lightweight task framework and ac-
companying type system that statically guarantee data-race
freedom. The framework is based on the familiar model of
fork-join parallelism, but with two important twists. First,
child tasks do not begin execution immediately upon cre-
ation, but rather they are both scheduled and joined as one
atomic action; this change prevents the parent task from rac-
ing with its children. Second, the body of a child task is
specified as a parallel closure, which has read-only access
to its environment. We also show how parallel closures can
be type-checked using read-only pointers.

One of the larger goals of this project is to create abstrac-
tions that can be used to build larger parallel libraries. Us-
ing closures to build structured control flow has been shown
to provide a flexible and expressive alternative to the C ap-
proach of using special forms. Parallel closures open the
door to using a similar approach to build structured parallel
control flow without opening the door to data races: library
routines can safely schedule closures in parallel in any com-
bination, safe in the knowledge that the closures will not race
with one another.
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